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Outline

- NeMO is a Neuroscience database with sequence data from a variety of 

mammals

- The data contained on the site is extensive and very comprehensive, but 

almost excessive

- The database has a nice appearance and has potential to function well, but 

it is not very easy to use and is even slightly misleading

-
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NeMO, or Neuroscience Multi-Omic Archive, is a repository for  
single-cell genomic and transcriptomic data of various brain cells.

- NeMO’s goal ⇒ help map all cell 

types in mammalian brains

- Genomic and transcriptomic data 

with morphology can help identify 

cell type and function

- More data in repository = more 

accurate maps!
From NeMO landing page (2024). Retrieved from NeMOarchive.org.

Figure 1. NeMO logo.

(Ament et al., 2023)
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The NIH has funded NeMO to increase data FAIRness and 
expand the access of the BRAIN initiative.

- FAIRness = Findable, accessible, 
interoperable, reusable

- NeMO for BICCN [BRAIN (Brain 
Research Through Advancing 
Innovative Neurotechnologies) 
Initiative Cell Census Network] 
projects for access by researchers 
everywhere

- BICCN Goal: map human and 
mouse brains

(Ament et al., 2023), (Brain Initiative, N.D.), (Siegel, 2023)

Figure 2. Cellular map of mouse brain, funded by NIH BRAIN 
initiative.

From Whole_mouse_brain_classification By Jake Siegel (2023). Retrieved from 
alleninstitute.org/news/scientists-unveil-first-complete-cellular-map-of-adult-
mouse-brain/
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Research groups can go through NeMO’s process of uploading 
data to be included in the repository.

- Lab PI must have an ORCID ID to make a NeMO Aspera account

- Must fill out form for manifest file

- Electronically validated

- If error, internal NeMO team  member will step in

- Defaults to “restricted” once submitted

From NeMO Data Submission (N.D.). Retrieved from 
nemoarchive.org/resources/data-submission

Figure 3. Submission progress bar for uploading to NeMO.

(NeMO, 2024)
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NeMO employs three categories of data post-submission:

1. Public

- Immediate free access for public browsing; no account required

- This is the goal category for all data by NeMO and the NIH

2. Embargo

- Will be made available for public browsing at a later date

3. Restricted

- May contain sensitive (human) information. Consent will be obtained at a 

later date or not at all. Potentially made public at a later date
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NeMO is constantly being improved by its team.

- Intended features for the future include:

- Annotating cell types and other metadata for entries

- Integrate epigenomes + transcriptomes with their function + 

morphology

- Multi-modal cell model integration (physiology + imaging)

(Ament et al., 2023)
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NeMO has a navigable and well-organized landing page.

- Page is clean, containing multiple 

different sections

- Summary of the site is informative 

in its coverage

- Different tabs at the top for 

site-wide navigation

- Data portal is also easy to access 

and has a clear location on the site
From NeMO landing page (2024). Retrieved from 
NeMOarchive.org.

From NeMO Data Submission (N.D.). Retrieved from 
nemoarchive.org/resources/data-submission

Figure 4. NeMO landing page.

(NeMO, 2024)
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NeMO has an extensive data portal… almost too extensive for 
its level of organization.

- Search engine has several different filters:

- Grants, organism, brain region, brain 

sub-region, sub specimen species, 

format, data type…
- Certain filters have a lot of different options

- Brain regions has over 800+ options

- Brain sub-regions has 600+ options

- The database has a total of 2,964,588 files

NeMO Data Portal filters.
Image via Portal.NeMOarchive.org(NeMO, 2024)



From NeMO landing page (2024). Retrieved from 
NeMOarchive.org.

Figure 4. NeMO landing page.
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Searching on NeMO is time-consuming.

- Adding a filter ⇒ +multiple minutes 
to load

- +time with each additional filter
- Possible reason: NeMO may query 

the database with every user query 
variation.

- Possible solution: Caching 
database periodically

- Sacrifices up-to-dateness of 
display

From NeMO Data Portal (2024). Retrieved from 
Portal.NeMOarchive.org.

Figure 5. NeMO Data Portal display while loading.

(NeMO Data Portal, 2024)
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NeMO does have standard data formats, although they are 
often quite large

- The most common file types are FASTQ, 
TSV, and BAM

- FASTQ files contain the biological 
sequence as well as the score 
associated with that sequence

- TSV is a text based file
- BAM is a biological sequence in 

binary
- Getting to these files also has the same 

problems that running a search has
- Once you have accessed a file, it is easy 

to download it

From NeMO Data Portal (2024). Retrieved from Portal.NeMOarchive.org.

(NeMO Data Portal, 2024)

Figure 6. NeMO Data Portal showing downloadable files’ IDs and names.
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Overall, NeMO is not a user-friendly database

- NeMO has potential to be user-friendly 

- Appears well-organized, has good quality data

- NeMO’s execution and functionality needs improvement

- NeMO archive also could be narrowed in its focus

- Naive user could use this database just as well as an experienced user

- No tutorial videos on the website

- Some help pages present on website. Others listed in databases article

(NeMO, 2024), (Ament et al., 2023)
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NeMO is a step in the right direction to map mammalian brains.

- NeMO’s goals are noble.

- Make data accessible

- Encourage neurobiological research

- Advance understanding of mammalian brains

- Anyone can access NeMO’s public data, but not everyone can add to it.

- There are a few kinks that should be worked out.

- Zebrafish in a mammal-focused database?

- Load times

(NeMO, 2024), (NeMO Data Portal, 2024)
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